AUSET ALEXANDER is a graduate student in the Forensic Psychology
Master’s Program at John Jay College for Criminal Justice and a
recipient of the Pinkerton Graduate Community Fellowship
(2018-2019). As part of her fellowship, she is completing a year-long
externship at The Bronx Defenders, a public defense organization
dedicated to going beyond the courtroom by providing individualized representation and holistic client care. Specifically, Auset works
in the Adolescent Defense Project where she provides social support
and advocates for adolescents (ages 16-26) who are tried in adult
criminal court. In this role, she works in a collaborative effort with
attorneys and social workers to meet the direct needs of her clients.
Auset also serves as a project coordinator in Dr. Allwood’s Child and
Adolescent Stress and Trauma Research Lab, where she administers
various cognitive tests to study the effects of stress and trauma on
adolescent development. In the future, Auset hopes to obtain a PhD
in clinical psychology with a focus in forensic and law.
As a recipient of the Office of Student Research & Creativity
scholarship, Auset will dedicate her funds toward conducting
research for her master’s thesis on the combined effects of victim
impact statements and photographic evidence on juror memory
distortion and sentencing decisions in capital cases. Under the
advisement of Dr. Deryn Strange, she aspires to make a unique
contribution to previous psycho-legal literature as victim impact
evidence has yet to be empirically researched in the context of
memory distortion; thus urging jurisdictions to consider the role
of emotion evidence in sentencing decisions for capital cases.

BYRON SANDOVAL is a native of El Salvador and currently majoring
in Computer Science and Information Technology with a minor in
Spanish. He is a junior who participated in a conference in the spring
of 2018 called “Our Investigations and Writings” at Hunter College
where he presented his first short story. Byron discovered his love for
literature during his time as a high school student when a professor
introduced him to the genre of magical realism through the book 100
Years of Solitude by Gabriel Garcia Marquez.
Byron is currently working on a two-part project with Professor Maria
Rossi of the Modern Languages and Literatures Department. The
first part consists of the creation of short stories that slowly become
structured within a world of Byron’s own creation. The writing has a
certain connection to a Latin American society, yet it contains
elements of fantasy that distinguishes it from non-fictional depictions
of Latin America. For instance, Byron’s first short story Ouroboros
sets the tone for the town that will house many more stories in the
collection. The stories are not unrelated. They interweave in order to
create a world that contains magical aspects but does not rely on
predictable narratives because his writings do not necessarily
conform to conventional storytelling. The second part of the project is
an article that explores the writings of contemporaneous Salvadoran
writers. In this part Byron plans to explore the literature of Horacio
Castellano Moya, Claudia Hernández, and many more. He will study
how each writer develops their individual style and analyze what
their writing says about the authors’ collection as a whole.

JASMINE GAYLE graduated from Queens College (CUNY) with a
Bachelor’s in Chemistry and Sociology in summer 2016. She is now
working towards obtaining her Master’s degree in Forensic Science
with the goal of working as a forensic expert. Jasmine also currently
works with the Urban Male Initiative (UMI) Department on campus
as a Peer Tutoring Assistant to help students utilize tutoring services
offered on campus so they can perform their very best.

KATTY VINAS migrated to New York from the Dominican Republic
when she was six years old. At John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Katty majors in Toxicology with a minor in Latin American and Latina/o
Studies. She is part of the Junior PRISM program, and was awarded
the NECO – First in the Family – Scholarship in the spring of 2017. For
the past few years she has been working as a College Assistant in the
John Jay College Academic Advisement Center.

Jasmine has the pleasure of conducting research under the
leadership of Dr. Marta Concheiro-Guisan on Antidepressant and
Anxiolytic drugs in New York City’s Wastewater. The objective of this
research is to qualitatively and quantitatively analyze the presence
and trends of anxiolytic and antidepressant drugs commonly
prescribed in New York State in wastewater. Wastewater samples
were collected from various wastewater plants in New York City at
several time points throughout the year. Unlike surveys, analyzing
human biomarkers in wastewater provides real-time analysis of the
drug usage within a community and can also allow us to have a
better understanding of how drug usage changes over a desired
period of time.

Katty’s research focuses on the experiences of undocumented
students at John Jay College. She has been working closely with
Dr. Isabel Martinez creating a literature review on undocumented
students in higher education and preparing a survey to capture the
experiences of this population on the JJC campus. From this
research she hopes to measure the impact John Jay’s services on
these undocumented students has as well as identify the remaining
needs for said population. Her interest in this topic originated from
her own experience as a former undocumented student who had
to take time off between high school and college due to the many
barriers that she has faced. Katty is intent on contributing to the
breaking of such barriers.

SEGUN OLANIYI is a resident of New York but was born in the
United Kingdom. He moved to the United States with his family at
the age of nine. He is a senior at John Jay College of Criminal Justice
working on his Masters in Public Administration. Segun also attended
John Jay College for his undergraduate degree and served as the
President of the African Students Association (ASA). He was a member
of the Malave Leadership Academy and worked on volunteer projects
that involved non-profit organizations such as Habitat for Humanity.
He currently works at the Center for Court Innovation and serves as a
member of the Organization of the Advancement of Nigerians (OAN)
and the American Society of Public Administration (ASAP).

SHARON BAYANTEMUR is a junior at John Jay College of
Criminal Justice majoring in Forensic Psychology, with a minor
in Philosophy and certificate in Dispute Resolution. Sharon is a
current Siegel Fellow, which focuses on strategic and nonprofit
communication, and a member of the John Jay College Honors
Program. Sharon is also a research assistant in Dr. Charles Stone’s
Memory lab, where she conducts research on memory and jury
decision making.

Segun’s research examines new provisions adopted by New York
State’s attempts to control Medicaid fraud and labor marketing
committed by home health agencies. Segun is hoping to explore
the implications of these new policy approaches and how it affects
licensed home care agencies and Consumer Direct Personal
Assistance Programs through qualitative analysis. Segun will be
interviewing stakeholders, such as caregivers, clients, agencies and
insurance companies. The conclusion of the research hopes to
address the positive and negative effects these policies have in
regard to corruption and the home health labor markets.

Sharon’s research focuses on how conversations between
co-witnesses may cause them to forget key information surrounding
the crime. This research will provide researchers, practitioners, and
law enforcement officers with a better understanding of how social
influences may shape the way eyewitnesses recollect a crime.

DIANE BRUNETT was born and raised in Suffolk County, Long Island.
She moved to Queens in order to pursue her undergraduate studies
in Economics. As a freshman, she began her academic career as a
member of the Adelante! Latinx Leadership Program. Since then,
she has branched out to become a member of the Honors Program.
She has also been involved in the Phi Eta Sigma National Honor
Society and the Omicron Delta Epsilon International Economics Honor
Society. Presently, Diane holds the executive position as treasurer of
the Economics Club.
Diane’s research will concentrate on understanding Afro-Latinx
economic conditions within the United States. She noticed that
the literature on mixed-race has only been diagnosed through
anthropological, sociological, and political perspectives. Therefore,
Diane is studying the statistics of employment, education level and
gender of the Afro-Latinx demographic to explain the current
inequality and recognize the role Afro-Latinx have in the United States
economy. By analyzing data, academic journals and past economic
trends from other countries, she is hopeful to find possible solutions
for the Afro-Latinx population and to possibly facilitate a better future
for a mixed-race generation.

MARIEN MORALES is a New York City Latina. She is a junior at
John Jay College of Criminal Justice double majoring in forensic
psychology and Latin American studies. She graduated from Bronx
Community College with a 3.98 GPA in Criminal Justice. She is
currently part of the Prison to College Pipeline program, which she
became a part of through an amazing study abroad experience in
Cape Town, South Africa. Marien is a former intern, and currently
a volunteer for The Interreligious Foundation for Community
Organization (IFCO), also known as Pastors for Peace.
Marien’s research focuses on female incarceration globally. She is
currently studying the principle drivers leading to incarceration, as
well as the effects it has on them while in prison and once released.
Marien’s research has revealed that many of the women being
incarcerated have committed their crimes due to economic needs
and traumatic experiences such as sexual abuse and domestic
violence. She will continue to research global programs involving both
current and previously incarcerated women. With women being the
fastest growing prison population around the world, she is striving
towards creating her own initiative which will reduce the rate of
recidivism by providing support for women during and after their
time in prison. The primary focus of this research will be on resources
required for these women to be productive members of society and
to prevent the further dislocation of families globally.

SOL ASTUDILLO is a Bronx, New York native. She is 21 years old and
is currently a senior at John Jay College of Criminal Justice; she is
studying Criminal Justice and Legal Translation and Interpretation in
Spanish. Currently, she is a member of the Women’s Swim Team at
John Jay and is a member of the Korean Student Association.
Sol’s interest on the topic of rape, her Hispanic heritage, and
appreciation of literature and cinematography helped her formulate
her research question. She plans on studying the ethical and aesthetic
implications that are raised in the depictions of rape of women in
Latin American cinematography and literature. In order to do this,
she has chosen to use four movies and four novels that were either
directed or written by people who have Latin American roots. After
articulating her findings she plans to write an academic article in both
Spanish and English, which she will then submit to a peer-reviewed
journal for publication.

ELLA MERRIWETHER is a senior at John Jay studying Forensic
Psychology with a minor in Gender Studies. She is a member of the
Macaulay Honors College and the John Jay Honors Program. Within
the Honors Program, she serves as a member of the Honors Scholars
Council and a Peer Leader for incoming students. Ella also works as
a Student Advisor for the Criminal Justice Department.
Ella’s passion is applied cognitive research because it both benefits
the psychological community and the work has the potential to
address real-world issues. For over two years she has been a part of
Dr. Deryn Strange’s Applied Cognitive Psychology Lab, where she
studies memory errors in the criminal justice system. Particularly, she
is interested in the misinformation effect, memory blindness, false
memories, and in the effects of cognitive load. Currently, Ella is
working on her Honors Capstone project, which examines how
people make judgments about ambiguous police body-cam footage.
Post-graduation, Ella plans to earn her Ph.D. in Legal Psychology.
When not studying or working, Ella can usually be found doodling,
watching something funny on TV, or practicing productive
procrastination.

MELANIE was born and raised in Queens, New York. She is currently
a junior at John Jay College of Criminal Justice pursuing two majors,
Criminology and Spanish: Latin American Literatures & Cultures.
Melanie was previously involved as a participant in the APPLE Corps
program at John Jay and has been a summer intern at locations such
as Sunnyside Community Services and Hunger Free America. She is a
member of the John Jay College Honors program, Phi Eta Sigma, and
currently holds a position at the Financial Aid Office on campus.
Melanie is dedicating her research with the Latin American
Community involved in auto-translation or better known as selftranslation. She will be looking into the field and analyzing the
hardships that these authors face when developing a literature piece.
To better understand these circumstances, she will be writing her own
creative pieces and translating them to Spanish in order to be
an active participant in her findings.

VANESSA AYALA was born and raised in Queens, New York. She is
currently a junior at John Jay College of Criminal Justice majoring in
both Humanities and Justice and Spanish while also pursuing a minor
in political science. Vanessa was a member of APPLE Corps which
offered her many opportunities to intern with different organizations,
including the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs and the Legal Hand,
in order to give back to New York City communities. Vanessa aspires
to become an attorney who will serve her community.
Vanessa’s research focuses on justice in the United States. Vanessa
wants to investigate how the murders of U.S. missionaries in El
Salvador in 1980 impacted Americans, specifically New Yorkers, and
how it impacted their search for justice. For the investigation Vanessa
will be evaluating and synthesizing data from the event in order to
determine the reaction New Yorkers had to the murders and what
actions they took to achieve justice. Vanessa will also be working to
translate her work from English to Spanish in order to have it available
for a larger audience. Through this she hopes to gain a greater
understanding of the influence of culture, history, and politics.

HANA CHAE is an international student from South Korea. She is an
M.A. Forensic Psychology student at John Jay College of Criminal
Justice. She graduated from College at Oneonta, State University of
New York with her B.S. Criminal Justice and Psychology.
Her research interest is eyewitness testimony, especially how
different types of eyewitness testimony affect jury decision making.
Chae is currently working on her master’s thesis, Examining Witness
Testimony in Domestic Homicides, with Dr. Kelly McWilliams. She
is also interested in dynamics of domestic violence and witness
testimony in child sexual abuse cases.

PRIYA REJI received her B.A. in Psychology with a minor in
Biology from Hunter College of the City University of New York.
During her undergraduate studies, she was inducted into the Psi Chi
International Honor Society. She is currently pursuing her M.A. in
Forensic Psychology at John Jay College of Criminal Justice. Priya is
also an executive member of the Master’s Student Research Group
(MSRG). She currently works as a Research Assistant for the Eventrelated Potential Laboratory with Dr. Jill Grose-Fifer, as well as the
Mental Health Recovery Research Laboratory with Dr. Philip Yanos. In
addition, she also works as a teaching assistant on campus for fellow
graduate students.
Priya is conducting her thesis alongside Dr. Jill Grose-Fifer. Her
research focuses on the attentional and emotional deficits associated
with psychopathy. In the Psychopathic Personality Inventory-Revised
(PPI-R), psychopathy can be disassociated into two high-order
factors; The Fearless Dominance (FD) factor, which has been related
to the attentional and emotional deficits seen in psychopathy, while
the Self-Centered Impulsivity (SCI) factor focuses on the anti-sociality
aspect of psychopathy. Cold Heartedness (CH) is a separate facet
in the PPI-R, which is independent from the aforementioned factors
and is indicative of a lack of empathy or remorse toward others.
The aim of this study is to determine whether the FD and CH scores
are associated with lower levels of empathy (assessed with an
independent empathy scale), and if so, whether this deficit would
enhance the ability to ignore task-irrelevant, empathy-eliciting
images. The study will also help to determine if participants scoring
high on affective empathy have a reduced ability to ignore empathyinducing distractors. This study will add to the understanding of the
emotional and attentional deficits that are associated with psychopathy.

VICTORIA FIX is a Syracuse, New York native. She is a senior at
John Jay College of Criminal Justice studying Political Science and
Criminology. Victoria is a member of the John Jay College Honors
Program, Phi Eta Sigma, and Pi Sigma Alpha. Victoria was also an
inaugural fellow with the Ron Moelis Social Innovation Fellowship, a
member in the Jewish Foundation for Education of Women Program,
a Michael F. McCann Alumni Endowed Scholarship Recipient, and
is currently a Resident Assistant at the John Jay College Residence.
Victoria is a member of the Roosevelt Chapter and a former volunteer
of the Habitat for Humanity Club on campus.
Victoria’s research focuses on social innovation policies on a state-bystate basis. Victoria is studying how the politics of certain states affect
the adoption of social innovation policies. The social innovation policies include: Benefit Corporations, Social Purpose Corporations, and
Low-Profit Limited Liability Corporations. Victoria is hoping to uncover
why certain states adopt social innovation policies while others have
not adopted the policies. She is looking at the relationship between
the state’s economy, GDP, political ideology, environmental policies,
labor policies and many more.

